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About Riverview Medical Practice 
Riverview Medical Practice is a modern family medical practice, located at Blaxland in 
the beautiful lower Blue Mountains. 

Owned by principal GP Dr Coral Shaw, our dedicated doctors have been looking after 
the local community for over 30 years.   

We also have an expert team of nurses and allied health professionals providing a 
wide range of services including Physiotherapy, Dietetics, Pathology collection and 
Exercise Physiology. 

Our mission is to provide the highest standard of patient care while taking a holistic 
approach toward diagnosis and management of illness.

At Riverview Medical Practice, we combine the best of General Medicine, as well 
as Lifestyle and Integrative Medicine, and address both the physical, as well as the 
lifestyle, nutritional and emotional needs of patients.

Our team of health professionals are able to guide patients through dietary and 
lifestyle changes by introducing patients to many integrative therapies that can 
complement patient’s lifestyle for better overall health and wellness.

Rather than rushing consultations, we prefer to take the time to provide holistic care 
for our patients, especially those with complex health issues.

Our doctors listen carefully to patients, and allow time for proper discussion of any 
issues and a physical examination if required. If they believe a patient needs more of 
their time, they do their best to give it to them. 

This is a perfect place to establish or further your career as a medical practitioner. 
The area sits in a Distribution Priority Area as at 2 May 2022. Hence, there are many 
incentives included at this medical practice. For further information regarding 
incentives , lease click on the link to ACRRM

Every effort is made to make patients feel comfortable including a beautiful interior 
and caring and supportive staff. The centre is bright and airy with fresh flowers 
and plants. Why don’t you check out their new website on https://www.riverview.
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https://www.acrrm.org.au/about-us/news-events/media-releases/2021/12/08/acrrm-welcomes-new-incentives-to-recruit-and-retain-rural-gps
https://www.riverview.doctor/


doctor/The most important item to note is that there is a waiting list of patients 
waiting to transfer to the centre! This is a very popular practice with locals due to its 
professionalism and supportive environment. You will have patients from the day you 
start and the chance to be an integral part of the community. 

Location and history
Riverview Medical Practice is located in Blaxland which is around 40 minutes drive 
from Katoomba, 10 minutes from Penrith and only 54 minutes to Sydney. It is the 
perfect location away from the busy city life but near enough to go and spend a 
day or a weekend away with family or friends. And did we mention that it is only 
8 minutes away to the beautiful Blue Mountains? For further information about 
Blaxland, please follow this link. 

The population of Blaxland is close to 7500 and further statistics can be found on the 
Nepean Blue Mountains District PHN Data Profile via this link. 

If you are a doctor who enjoys lots of out of work activities, Blaxland is the perfect 
playground.  There are dozens of lookouts, waterfalls, walking trails and swimming 
holes. There are incredible landmarks including the Three Sisters or Govett’s Leap and 
exciting ways to explore the area.  If you are a bit of an adventurer, there are activities 
such as abseiling, bush walking, canyoning and horse riding. You will never be bored 
exploring this beautiful part of Australia. 

If you are a foody or like the nightlife, there are plenty of restaurants and taverns 
including the Lapstone Hotel which is a favourite of the locals.
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https://www.riverview.doctor/
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https://facs-web.squiz.cloud/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/725848/Nepean-Blue-Mountains-District-Data-Profile.pdf


Climate 
In Blaxland, the summers are warm and partly cloudy, the winters are cold and mostly 
clear. The temperature varies between 2 to 29 degrees Celsius.

Schools
There are four public schools in Blaxland and five pre-schools/ Kindergarten. All the 
schools are recommended by the locals and have excellent community support and 
integration.

Practice Team
There are three doctors at the practice and visiting allied health professionals.

: : Dr Coral Shaw

Dr Coral Shaw has a passion for Lifestyle Medicine, 
applying environmental, behavioural, medical and 
motivational principles to the management of life-
style-related health problems. 

Coral works closely with patients to address both the 
cause, and the “cause-of-the-cause” of lifestyle related 
health problems, with the aim to prevent and reverse 
early to medium onset chronic disease by assisting 
patients through evidence-based lifestyle and behaviour 
modification.

She also has a keen interest in Dermatology and small procedures, Paediatrics and 
loves working with children. 
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: : Dr Sherri Roberts

Dr Sherri Roberts has been looking after families in the 
local area, and from afar, for the past 40 years. 

Sherri has a passion for Integrative Medicine, taking a 
holistic approach to the interactions of both nutrition 
and environment on human health. Sherri uses both 
traditional and natural remedies, with sensible lifestyle 
measures to heal, and promote wellness. 

Nutrients are the building blocks of our physical body. 
When the body is supplied with the correct balance of 
foods, vitamins and minerals we remain healthy. Sherri 
works with patients to address lifestyle and nutritional factors, using supplemental 
and other evidence based complementary approaches to treatment of disease. 

: : Dr Emma Hazleton

Dr Emma Hazelton has a background of 11 years service 
with the Australian Defence Force, being deployed 
multiple times to the Middle East.

Emma is a Designated Aviation Medical Examiner 
(DAME), and can perform Underwater (Dive) Medicals 
as a member of the South Pacific Underwater Medicine 
Society (SPUMS). She furthering her studies with a 
Master of Occupational and Environmental Health. 

Emma is now calling the Blue Mountains home where 
she enjoys hiking and paragliding.
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These are great doctors to work with and are complimented with an amazing team of 
support staff and an award-winning practice management team. 

If you would like to see the rest of the medical staff at Riverview Medical Practice, 
please visit the Team page here.

The practice uses Best Practice medical management software and has recently 
introduced Automed for online bookings and other electronic systems. We have a 
caller ID telephone service which means that when the telephone rings we know who 
is on the phone so we can greet them personally. 

Patient Services
The practice aims to provide the patients with the best possible range of services all 
under one roof. Patients travel from miles around to seek services at this medical 
centre.   Riverview Medical practice believe that by improving the service delivery and 
communication systems, they can provide a first-class service for patients. 

GP’s have their own special interests and these contribute to the extensive services 
provided to the clients. For further information regarding patient services, please click 
on this link.

What we are looking for
We are looking for medical practitioners who want to be part of a community and 
thrive in general practice. This is also a very busy practice with a patient waiting list. 
Expect to hit the ground running but also expect to have the support from your senior 
colleagues. There is a broad range of medicine in this community and the opportunity 
to add your niche to general practice. We need GPs who want to be part of a team, 
value good humour and professional ethics. Open communication is a must so if there 
is something you value, let us know and we will do our best to accommodate. 
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What Riverview Medical Practice can offer 
Apart from great location and a friendly working environment, we offer a competitive 
percentage for contractors and above award wages for registrars. We offer GPs to put 
their mark on the practice and value feedback and new ideas. The health industry is 
fast paced and we like to ensure that we are keeping up with the times and offering 
as much as we can to both GPs and patients. This of course has been more prevalent 
during the recent pandemic. 

What are you waiting for? Apply today 
For further information regarding this wonderful practice, please contact Nicky 
Jardine on 0438456460 or email: pm@riverview.doctor 

Believe me, if you join the practice, you will be well looked after and supported. This 
is a real family practice that values their GPs and patients. We are very much looking 
forward to having you on board.
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